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Nobili (Italy) "Move" Swivel single jet hand

shower 360° with ø 3/8" stainless steel hose

magnetic foothold kitchen mixer; nominated

flow rate 4.3 L/min in WELS Grade 1;

Registration No. TM 18-0223

Contact Tel/Fax

E-mail acme@acmesanitary.com.hk

Mr. Eric Wong/ Mr. Don Yuen

(852) 2388-7171 / (852) 2710-8012

* All information of the above is for the reference only. No prior notice is made if any changes.                                             

www.acmesanitary.com.hkWebsite

 The ingenious Move collection dons a pure and linear style that evokes simplicity and

ergonomics:

 the wide range of action of the shower head,

 which rotates 360° and is independent of the outlet spout

 (which also rotates 360°),

 combined with the possibility of picking up the shower head with just one hand due to

 the magnetic support,

 diverting the flow between the aerator jet and the spray jet,

 allows greater freedom of movement at the sink

FRONT ROTATION

The innovative operation and the absolute stylistic purity of the Move collection,

both covered by international patents, render its design unique and rather exclusive.

A distinctive characteristic of the Move mixer tap is the frontal position,

 of the centre of rotation of the shower head (opposite to the traditional sink

taps), a unique feature that doubles the range of action of the mixer tap.

THE TECHNOLOGY

The  Nobili  Widd®   28  immersion  cartridge,  with  its  mere  28  mm  diameter,

 combines  elegant  lines  and  outstanding  eco-sustainable  attributes.

 The  Nobili  WaterSaving technology halves the consumption of water ,

 by applying a brake to the opening action of the lever at the half flow position,

 while the Nobili EcoFresh

 technology provides considerable savings in energy reducing the consumption of hot water.
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Illustration/ Drawing

Dimensions L183 x W50 x H460 mm

Item Descriptions

Chrome Finish

MV92300/50CRModel

Material / Finish

Supplier

Manufacturer

Acme Sanitary Ware Co. Ltd

Nobili (Italy)
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